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Abstract
Various infectious disease outbreaks linked to zoonotic sources have been recorded over the years, some of which have resulted in
epidemics on a national, regional, or global scale. In Africa, a number of such outbreaks occur intermittently, especially in countries
like Nigeria with a high-risk of epidemiological transmission. Three viral outbreaks with zoonotic links have hit the Nigerian healthcare
system hardest, which are the Ebola virus disease, Lassa fever and Coronavirus disease 2019. Due to the fragile nature of the
Nigerian health system, several challenges were encountered in the process of responding to these viral outbreaks, some of which
included inadequate healthcare infrastructure, limited diagnostic capacity, unfledged nature of emergency response, unsatisfactory
remuneration of health workers, misinformation trends, amongst others. By reminiscing on the challenges and lessons learnt from
these viral disease outbreaks, the Nigerian government and policymakers will be able to adopt more effective approaches towards
emergency preparedness for future outbreaks of infectious diseases.
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Introduction

Throughout history, infectious disease outbreaks have greatly
affected local and global healthcare systems. In Nigeria, three
viral diseases have had the most significant impact: Ebola virus
disease (EVD), Lassa fever (LF) and Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19)[1]. EVD, a viral haemorrhagic fever, was first dis-
covered in 1976 near the Ebola river in the Democratic Republic
of Congo[2]. Fruit bats are believed to be its zoonotic source, and

it is endemic in African countries such as Liberia, Sierra Leone,
Guinea and the Democratic Republic of Congo[3]. The largest
Ebola outbreak occurred in 2014, spreading across West African
countries, including Nigeria, and even reaching Spain and the
United States[3]. The disease causes internal and external bleed-
ing, with an average case fatality rate of 50% and up to 90% in
severe cases[4]. In Nigeria, the disease transmission occurred in
two states, Lagos and Rivers, resulting in 20 confirmed cases and
8 deaths[4].

Another major viral haemorrhagic disease in Nigeria is LF,
caused by the Lassa Virus, which originated from the Mastomys
Natalensis rat species discovered in Lassa town, Borno State, in
1969[5]. The disease has experienced several outbreaks in
Nigeria, affecting states such as Taraba, Nasarawa, Plateau,
Ondo, Yobe, Edo, Imo, Rivers, Ebonyi and Anambra, as well as
other West African countries like Sierra Leone, Ghana, Guinea
and Liberia[6]. LF has a case fatality rate of 1–2% and can rise
above 15% in severe cases. Annually, West Africa witnesses
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300 000–500 000 cases and over 5000 deaths[7]. In 2022, Nigeria
recorded over 797 LF cases, resulting in 158 deaths and a case
fatality ratio of 19.8%[8].

The most significant disease outbreak in history is COVID-19,
causing a global pandemic that impacted all continents. The
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 is responsible
for this disease, infecting and inflaming the lower respiratory
tract[9]. Animal reservoirs, such as Horseshoe bats, Pangolins and
Civet cats, have been linked to its transmission[10,11]. COVID-19
was first identified in December 2019 in China’sWuhan Province
and quickly spread worldwide, leading the WHO to declare it a
global public health emergency on 11 March 2020[12]. Nigeria
reported its first case in Lagos on 27 February 2020, with sub-
sequent spread to all states[13]. Presently, Nigeria has recorded
over 259 485 COVID-19 cases, resulting in 3146 deaths[14]. The
discovery of the COVID-19 vaccine brought relief to healthcare
systems worldwide, aiding in reducing the disease’s prevalence
and transmission.

This paper aims to discuss these major viral disease outbreaks
in Nigeria, focusing on the challenges and impeding factors
encountered, and ways to enhance epidemic preparedness by
highlighting lessons and recommendations to inform government
decision-making and guide policymakers in improving the
Nigerian healthcare system.

Efforts and challenges in the fight against ebola virus
disease

Efforts against ebola in Nigeria

Nigeria’s index case of EVDwas linked to a Liberian diplomat on
an official visit to Nigeria on 20 July 2014[15]. Immediate mea-
sures were taken upon diagnosing the diplomat with EVD,
including quarantine and the declaration of an EVD emergency
by the Federal Ministry of Health and Nigeria Centre for Disease
Control (NCDC)[15]. Prior to the outbreak, the Lagos State
Government had already raised awareness about EVD through
various media channels, emphasising hand washing and envir-
onmental hygiene. Following the index case confirmation, an
Emergency Operations Centre was established to coordinate the
response, along with a national treatment centre. A rapid
response team was deployed, consisting of units for epidemiol-
ogy, surveillance, laboratory services, case management, infec-
tion control, points of entry, management and coordination and
social mobilisation[16]. Partnerships with international organi-
sations like WHO, CDC, UNICEF, NGOs, and private busi-
nesses were harnessed to enhance financial and infrastructural
capacity[16].

Challenges encountered

Infrastructure deficit posed a major challenge, as there were no
designated treatment or quarantine centres before the outbreak.
These facilities were hastily established following the index
case[16]. Initially, Nigeria lacked the diagnostic capacity for Ebola
virus detection, and samples were initially sent to the WHO
reference laboratory in Senegal, causing delays in receiving
results[17]. This gap allowed for further transmission, including
the infection of the treating medical doctor for the index case[17].
Challenges with the payment of healthcare workers also arose, as
the country’sMedical Doctors were on strike during the outbreak

due to dissatisfaction with their remuneration[18]. The absence of
a national emergency response framework at the time was also an
impediment, but was eventually resolved through a multisectoral
approach[16].

Efforts and challenges in the fight against lassa fever

When LF emerged in Nigeria during the late 1960s, the country’s
underdeveloped healthcare system, compounded by existing
economic and political challenges, left it vulnerable to the impact
of viral haemorrhagic fevers[19,20]. Despite collaborative efforts
between the government and the WHO, Nigeria recorded the
highest number of cases during the 2018 outbreak[21], and in
2020, amidst the heat of the COVID-19 pandemic, the NCDC
reported 188 deaths from LF[22].

Efforts against lassa fever in Nigeria

Nigeria has made significant progress in raising public
awareness about LF through mass media campaigns, including
national broadcasts, newspapers, radio, webinars and
conferences[23]. These initiatives have educated the population
about the virus’ mode of transmission, symptoms, case man-
agement and preventive measures. The emphasis on proper
personal and food hygiene, waste management and avoiding
rodent consumption as food has been widespread throughout
the country. Control measures have also been implemented,
such as constructing rodent traps, using rodent-proof roofs
and walls, employing natural rodent predators, improving
food storage facilities, and sealing homes[24]. The NCDC has
invested in training healthcare workers and established a net-
work of diagnostic laboratories across the country[25,26]. With
support from the WHO, the Nigerian government has mobi-
lised experts to enhance surveillance, risk analysis, early
detection and effective case management[27].

Challenges encountered

Prior to the establishment of the NCDC in 2011, most diagnostic
tests for LF were conducted outside the country, while local
diagnoses were performed at just two teaching Hospitals in
Nigeria – Lagos University TeachingHospital and Irrua Specialist
Teaching Hospital[26]. Following the establishment of the
NCDC, there was a notable increase in reported LF cases,
resulting in the WHO declaring it a public health emergency in
2019[28]. This emphasised the fact that improved surveillance
yielded an increase in the detection of LF cases, and a likelihood
exists that Nigeria will witness higher rates of case detection as
the country’s surveillance and diagnostic capacity keeps
improving. Currently, the NCDC is the only national public
health institute equipped and dedicated to LF case detection and
management in Nigeria. However, it is also laden with the
responsibility of detection and surveillance of various other out-
breaks such as Yellow fever, Monkey pox, Cholera, Tuberculosis
and COVID-19[28]. Thus, the multitude of responsibilities borne
by the NCDC serves as a factor that dampens the allocation of
sufficient resources and attention to LF in Nigeria.
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Efforts and challenges in the fight against
coronavirus disease 2019

Before the index case of COVID-19 in Nigeria, the WHO clas-
sified Nigeria as a high-risk zone, prompting the need for ade-
quate surveillance and infection prevention and control measures
against COVID-19[13]. In the Bloomberg COVID-19 resilience
rankings, Nigeria ranked 46th out of 53 countries, with a
resilience score of 61.4%[29]. Despite significant efforts, Nigeria
faced various challenges in its pandemic response.

Efforts against COVID-19 in Nigeria

Nigeria’s COVID-19 response began with national awareness
campaigns following the disease’s emergence inWuhan, China, in
December 2019. The NCDC had prepared measures beforehand
to ensure a prompt response to the outbreak. Details of the
measures by the NCDC before and after Nigeria’s first COVID-19
index case are outlined in Table 1.

Challenges encountered

Despite the NCDC’s efforts to limit COVID-19 transmission in
Nigeria, various challenges were encountered. For instance, the
NCDC employed improved publicity approaches to educate
Nigerian citizens on safety control measures, but adherence was
suboptimal, with just 36% compliance[31]. This hampered the
effectiveness of the Nigerian government’s lockdown measures,
which had an average severity score of 36% in the Bloomberg
rankings, compared to countries like China with scores as high as
71%[29]. Low confidence in the healthcare system contributed to
the low adherence, as only about 30%ofNigerian citizens trusted
the efficacy of the country’s healthcare system[32]. Additionally,
some Nigerians doubted the existence of the virus or believed
Africans were immune to it, further reducing adherence to pre-
cautionary measures[33].

The lockdown measures also exacerbated household poverty
rates, leading many citizens to defy restrictions in order to sustain
their livelihoods[34]. Movement restrictions and diversion of
healthcare resources to the COVID-19 response resulted in lim-
ited delivery of healthcare services, including reduced antenatal
care visits and increased maternal and child mortality[35,36],
decreased tuberculosis diagnostics with a corresponding rise in
tuberculosis cases[37], and a decline in vaccination campaigns,
contributing to recent outbreaks of Yellow fever and Cholera in
Nigeria during the pandemic[38,39]. As a result, the country

experienced a gradual decline in progress across various health
indices prior to the COVID-19 pandemic[40]. Inadequate testing
capacity initially hindered prompt diagnosis of COVID-19 cases,
further impeding the response in Nigeria[41].

Lessons and recommendations for tackling future
viral disease outbreaks

One crucial lesson from the discussed viral outbreaks is the need
for the Nigerian government to prioritise healthcare by allocating
a higher percentage of the national budget to the healthcare
system, which currently stands at only 3% of the country’s
GDP[42]. With Nigeria being the most populated country in
Africa and the seventh most populated globally, increased bud-
getary allocation would ensure better healthcare access for the
large population. Additionally, attention should be given to
health workers in terms of training, payments, incentives, and
equipment to effectively respond to infectious disease outbreaks.
Citizens should have access to adequate health insurance schemes
and palliative measures to safeguard their health and well-being
during emergencies. Another important lesson is the strengthen-
ing of Nigeria’s emergency preparedness. This includes
establishing outbreak-specific frameworks for risk assessment
and emergency response, improving disease surveillance,
laboratory diagnostics, case management, infection prevention
and control measures, and utilising digital tools for coordinated
outbreak response. Sustained healthcare delivery for other public
health concerns, such as maternal and child health, mental health,
sexual and reproductive health, and priority diseases like tuber-
culosis, malaria, HIV/AIDS, cholera, and yellow fever, is also
crucial. Continued surveillance for infectious diseases and
maintaining vaccination campaigns are essential for preventing
future outbreaks. Investing in vaccine research and development
can enhance coverage and reduce reliance on purchasing vaccines
from developed countries.

Addressing the spread of misinformation, termed an ‘info-
demic surge’ by theWHO[43], is another challenge. Implementing
measures to identify and counter misinformation during public
health emergencies, such as myth busters, information filters,
accurate infographics and multimodal communication channels,
is vital. Improved health promotion strategies and community
engagement activities are necessary to enhance public awareness
of disease outbreaks and emergencies. In addition to these
recommendations, employing a mixed health system model is

Table 1
NCDC measures prior to and after Nigeria’s index case of COVID-19[30].

Measures prior to COVID-19 index case Measures after COVID-19 index case

Collation of data and information on the COVID-19 outbreak situation in other
countries.

Publication of information, education and communication (IEC) materials containing COVID-19
guidelines.

Establishment of the National Coronavirus Preparedness Group (NCPG). Setup of the national multisectoral COVID-19 emergency operations centre (EOC).
Assessment of the country’s COVID-19 transmission risk. Inauguration of the COVID-19 Presidential Task Force (PTF).
COVID-19 training for health workers (contact training and case management). Deployment of rapid response teams (RRTs) and supply of COVID-19 response materials to all Nigerian

states.
Creation of points of entry (PoE) surveillance systems. Development of the national incident action plan.
Setup of COVID-19 isolation and case management centres. Genomic sequencing of the viral strain isolated from the Nigerian index case.
Equipment of 3 preliminary molecular laboratories for COVID-19 diagnostics. Establishment of the NCDC COVID-19 Microsite.
Improvement of supply and logistics capacity for COVID-19 response. Implementation of lockdown and travel restrictions.
Preparation and training of rapid response teams (RRTs) for eventual outbreak. Expansion of the number of COVID-19 testing labs nationwide (from 3 to 161).
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suggested, involving decentralisation of health infrastructure and
healthcare delivery, while centralising public health data and
information channels. This approach allows for grassroots
development of healthcare resources and epidemic preparedness,
while ensuring streamlined health data and communication at all
levels of the health sector to mitigate misinformation.

Overall, despite the fact that Nigeria’s public health infra-
structure was not well prepared to handle such massive disease
outbreaks and most of the response efforts were reactive, not
proactive, the country appeared to have demonstrated a com-
mendable outbreak response considering its high transmission
risk. One key lesson from Nigeria’s response is the importance of
swift and decisive action. The NCDC, in collaboration with
international partners, acted promptly by establishing emergency
operations centres, implementing contact tracing, isolation
measures, and public awareness campaigns. The country invested
in expanding its laboratory diagnostic capacity and training
healthcare workers on early detection and management of cases,
which is evident from the COVID-19 outbreak response efforts
outlined earlier in Table 1. This approach improved the efficacy
of case detection, timely intervention, and the prevention of fur-
ther spread. The Nigerian response to these zoonotic disease
outbreaks highlights the importance of adaptive strategies in
resource-constrained settings, and such adaptive measures could
provide valuable insight for other countries within the lower- and
middle-income strata that are dealing with similar challenges.

Conclusion

Nigeria has experienced a variety of viral infectious disease out-
breaks, of which the zoonotic trio of LF, Ebola, and COVID-19
appear to have hit the country hardest. Efforts made by the
Nigerian health sector to curb these diseases proved effective to
an extent, but this was not without major challenges. The lessons
learnt from these outbreaks must be harnessed by the Nigerian
government and policymakers to strengthen the country’s
infrastructure and preparedness for future outbreaks, and could
also provide insight to other African countries battling similar
epidemics.
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